KEELEY BUMFORD
Artist • Producer • Songwriter • Composer
Keeley Bumford intends to make a statement with her career,
and not just through her recordings. Born on a remote
Washington state mountain range, trained at Berklee College
of Music and currently based in Los Angeles, Bumford is a
multi-faceted artist, who bolsters femme representation in
music at every turn. Her resume grows longer each year; as
Dresage, she creates lush synth and orchestral musings,
allowing herself the freedom to inhabit many genres, from
trip-hop to indie art pop. Clash Magazine calls her “pop from
an alternate universe driven by a commitment to personal
communication…honest, creative and forever outside the
box.” Her collaboration with Jai Wolf on the hit single “Better
Apart” (4.8m Spotify Streams) led her to perform in front of
crowds at Austin City Limits and the Shrine Auditorium in LA
for 2 sold out nights. She is also half of the boisterous electro
pop group, More Giraffes who have garnered millions of
streams and various licenses for Netflix films & Trailers. She
was recently featured in the popular Youtube series “4
Producers 1 Sample” with Andrew Huang, which currently
has half a million views and has brought in collaborations with
Ableton and XLN Audio to name a few.
Bumford’s momentum continues to build, having signed with Primary Wave Publishing.Her extensive
sync music placements include four Uniqlo commercials, spots for Apple, Windex, Secret
Deodorant, the Baywatch movie (Paramount), Riverdale on The CW, A Wrinkle in Time trailer
(Disney), Station 19 (ABC), and Nintendo. As a producer, Keeley’s credits include: MILCK "This
Land is Your Land" from Motherland (Freeform) released on Atlantic Records, More Giraffes
"Bermuda" (EP 2019 - All Points Music), Dresage (Self Titled) EP (2018) and Dresage x G.Smith
"Therapy" (single 2019). As a writer, Keeley has cuts with Illenium, Melvv, Jai Wolf, Elephante, Big
Gigantic and more. Recently, she wrote, produced and performed five original songs and co-scored
the original Hulu/Blumhouse film, My Valentine, from the popular “Into The Dark” anthology series,
released February 2020.
My Valentine Songs Reel  •  My Valentine Score Reel  •  Sync/Ad Reel • Dresage Discogrpahy
Dresage forthcoming EP “Terror Nights / Terror Days” 2020
Recent sessions include: MILCK (Atlantic), Lily Kershaw (Nettwerk), Zach Nicita (Verité, MS MR, Holychild), Matt Parad
(Kacy Hill, Bea Miller), Jukebox The Ghost, Andrew Huang and Ryan Daly (Fitz and the tantrums, Adam Lambert, Parade of
Lights, Daya)
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